
Henry Noland was the oldest brother of ten siblings. Two of his brothers, Mathias and Jerome, were also 

Civil War veterans. Both survived the war and have been written about by this author. For more detailed 
information on Henry’s family background and early upbringing, see the biographical sketches of his two 
younger brothers. Henry’s story will begin with his enlistment into the Union Army in the fall of 1861 

when he was in his mid-twenties. 

Henry was single and about twenty-five when he answered President Lincoln’s call for more troops after 
the first major battle of the American Civil War had been fought in July of that year. First Bull Run 
showed the military leadership on both sides, the politicians and the general public that this declared 

war was not going to be a quick, easily won affair. The ink on hundreds of thousands of sets of 
enlistment papers would have lots of time to dry before it would be over. For now, war fever coursed 
uncontrollably through the veins of thousands of young men who could not wait to enter into this 

magnificent adventure of a lifetime. They jostled and shoved one another to get to the head of the 
recruiter’s line to put their name of the roster. And this twenty-five year old farmer who stood five feet, 
eight and one half inches tall with his dark hair framing his blue eyes was just as anxious as the next 
volunteer to join up. He claimed he was born in Jay, Vermont, a small town in northern Vermont near 

the Canadian border. He was enlisting for Middlebury and the recruiter placed him in Company A of the 
Sixth Vermont Regiment of Infantry for the next three years on September 25, 1861.[1] The eager 
volunteer had to wait until October 15 to be called to Montpelier, Vermont to be officially mustered-in 

the United States Union Army.[2]  

The Sixth Vermont Regiment was raised from volunteers in all parts of the State within two weeks from                  
the time Secretary of War Stanton contacted Vermont's Governor Erastus Fairbanks following the             
debacle of First Bull Run in July of 1861. Within thirty-three days of its formation and acceptance into                  

the service of the United States Army, the Sixth was enroute to its first duty station in Washington, D.C.                   
It was immediately sent to Camp Griffin near Lewinsville, Virginia where it joined the Second, Third,                
Fourth and Fifth regiments to form the First Vermont Brigade - the "Old Vermont Brigade". During the                 

winter cantonment at Camp Griffin, the Sixth suffered terribly from diseases. There were 278 cases of                
typhoid fever, 330 of measles, 90 of diphtheria and 180 of mumps. Being used to clean air, isolation,                  
eating wholesome and plentiful food and getting robust exercise doing their chores, the Vermonters              

were decimated by the cramped contact with urban carriers of diseases they had no immunity to,                
subjected to monotonous meals ill prepared and infrequently supplied, exposed to the elements and              
exhaustive duties and surrounded by sickness caused by the lack of reasonable sanitation in the camps                

perpetuated by the careless and torpid behavior of indifferent camp mates. The mortality among the               
vulnerable Vermonters was great, amounting to more than 50 deaths. Without any natural immunities              
to their infectious companions and considering the exposure and poor diet they were subjected to, the                

results in the ranks of the Vermonters was very similar to that which occurred among the native                 
Americans of this country after their initial contact with white Europeans in the early settlement period                

of our history.[3]  

The first Company Muster Roll taken after being mustered-in was done on November 30, 1861. It listed                 

Private Noland as neither present nor absent, merely as “not stated”.[4] This was not an auspicious                
beginning to a new recruit’s military career. The next Company Muster Roll was taken a month later on                  
December 31, 1861 and it said the same thing. Oh no! This was not a good indication of things to come.                     
Private Noland’s whereabouts became clear at the first of the new year, 1862. The Company Muster Roll                 

for January/February, 1862 stated that Private Noland was “sick in general hospital”.[6] This may have               



been the Regimental Hospital at Camp Griffin or one of the regional hospitals being set up in                 

Washington, D.C. It was not clear from Private Noland’s service record which may have been the case.                 
What his Compiled Service Record was clear on was he ended up admitted to the General Hospital on 5th                   
Street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania where he died of whatever disease he had on April 18, 1862.[7]                

Private Noland never participated in an engagement with the enemy during his brief tenure in the Union                 
Army. He was a casualty of a microscopic germ. He never returned to his home state either. He was laid                    

to rest under Pennsylvania soil where he lies yet today in the Philadelphia National Cemetery. 

Since he was single at the time of his death in 1862, Henry’s mother was the only person entitled to                    

draw a pension under his term of service. She applied for, and was granted, a pension based on her                   

son’s service on November 6, 1862.[8]  
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